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a b s t r a c t

The classical redistribution problem aims at optimally scheduling communications when

reshuffling from an initial data distribution to a target data distribution. This target data dis-

tribution is usually chosen to optimize some objective for the algorithmic kernel under study

(good computational balance or low communication volume or cost), and therefore to provide

high efficiency for that kernel. However, the choice of a distribution minimizing the target ob-

jective is not unique. This leads to generalizing the redistribution problem as follows: find a

re-mapping of data items onto processors such that the data redistribution cost is minimal,

and the operation remains as efficient. This paper studies the complexity of this generalized

problem. We compute optimal solutions and evaluate, through simulations, their gain over

classical redistribution. We also show the NP-hardness of the problem to find the optimal

data partition and processor permutation (defined by new subsets) that minimize the cost of

redistribution followed by a simple computational kernel. Finally, experimental validation of

the new redistribution algorithms are conducted on a multicore cluster, for both a 1D-stencil

kernel and a more compute-intensive dense linear algebra routine.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In parallel computing systems, data locality has a strong impact on application performance. To achieve good locality, a redis-

tribution of the data may be needed between two different phases of the application, or even at the beginning of the execution, if

the initial data layout is not suitable for performance. Data redistribution algorithms are critical to many applications, and there-

fore have received considerable attention. The data redistribution problem can be stated informally as follows: given N data items

that are currently distributed across P processors, redistribute them according to a different target layout. Consider for instance

a dense square matrix A = (ai j)0≤i, j<n of size n, whose initial distribution is random, and that must be redistributed into square

blocks across a p × p 2D-grid layout. A scenario for this problem is that the matrix has been generated by a Monte-Carlo method

and is now needed for some matrix product C ← C + AB. Assume for simplicity that p divides n, and let r = n/p. In this example,

N = n2, P = p2, and the redistribution will gather a block of r × r data elements of A on each processor, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

More precisely, all the elements of block Ai, j = (ak,�), where ri ≤ k < (r + 1)i and r j ≤ � < (r + 1) j, must be sent to processor
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Fig. 1. Example of matrix redistribution with N = 122 data blocks and P = 32 processors. Each color in the data distributions corresponds to a processor, e.g., all

red data items reside on processor A. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Pi, j. This example illustrates the classical redistribution problem. Depending upon the cost model for communications, various

optimization objectives have been considered, such as the total volume of data that is moved from one processor to another, or

the total time for the redistribution, if several communications can take place simultaneously. We detail classical cost models in

Section 2, which is devoted to related work.

Modern computing platforms are equipped with interconnection switches and routing mechanisms mapping the most usual

interconnection graphs onto the physical network with reduced (or even negligible) dilation and contention. Continuing with the

example, the p × p 2D-grid will be virtual, i.e., an overlay topology mapped into the physical topology, forcing the interconnection

switch to emulate a 2D-grid. Notwithstanding, the layout of the processors in the grid remains completely flexible. For instance,

the processors labeled P1, 1, P1, 2 and P2, 1 can be any processors in the platform, and we have the freedom to choose which three

processors will indeed be labeled as the top-left corner processors of the virtual grid. Now, to describe the matrix product on the

2D-grid, we say that data will be sent horizontally between P1, 1 and P1, 2, and vertically between P1, 1 and P2, 1, but this actually

means that these messages will be routed by the actual network, regardless of the physical position of the three processors in

the platform.

This leads us to revisit the redistribution problem, adding the flexibility to select the best assignment of data on the processors

(according to the cost model). The problem can be formulated as mapping a partition of the initial data onto the resources: there

are P data subsets (the blocks in the example) to be assembled onto P processors, with a huge (exponential) number, namely P!,

of possible mappings. An intuitive view of the problem is to assign the same color to all data items that initially reside on the

same processor, and to look for a coloring of the virtual grid that will minimize the redistribution cost. For instance, in Fig. 1,

most data items of the block allocated to the virtual processor P1, 1 are initially colored red (they reside on the red processor A),

so we decided to map P1, 1 on processor A to avoid moving these items.

One major goal of this paper is to assess the complexity of the problem of finding the best processor mapping for a given

initial data distribution and a target data partition. This amounts to determining the processor assignment that minimizes the

cost of redistributing the data according to the partition. There are P! possible redistributions, and we aim at finding the one

minimizing a predefined cost-function. In this paper, we use the two most widely-used criteria in the literature to compute the

cost of a redistribution:

• Total volume. In this model, the platform is not dedicated, and the objective is to minimize the total communication volume,

i.e., the total amount of data sent from one processor to another. Minimizing this volume makes it less likely to disrupt

the other applications running on the platform, and is expected to decrease network contention, hence redistribution time.

Conceptually, this is equivalent to assuming that the network is a bus, globally shared by all computing resources.
• Number of parallel steps. In this model, the platform is dedicated to the application, and several communications can take

place in parallel, provided that they involve different processor pairs. This is the one-port bi-directional model used in [1,2].

The quantity to minimize is the number of parallel steps, where a step is a collection of unit-size messages that involve

different processor pairs.

One major contribution of this paper is the design of an algorithm solving this optimization problem for either criterion. We

also provide various experiments to quantify the gain that results from choosing the optimal mapping rather than a canonical

mapping where processors are labeled arbitrarily, and independently of the initial data distribution.

As mentioned earlier, a redistribution is usually motivated by the need to efficiently execute in parallel a subsequent compu-

tational kernel. In most cases, there may well be several data partitions that are suitable for the efficient execution of this kernel.

The optimal partition also depends upon the initial data distribution. Coming back to the introductory example, where the re-

distribution is followed by a matrix product, we may ask whether a full block partition is absolutely needed? If the original data

is distributed along a suitable, well-balanced distribution, a simple solution is to compute the product in place, using the owner

computes rule, that is, we let the processor holding Ci, j compute all Ai, kBk, j products. This means that elements of A and B will be

communicated during the computation, when needed. On the contrary, if the original distribution has a severe imbalance, with

some processors holding significantly more data than others, a redistribution is very likely needed. But in this latter case, do we

really need a perfect full block partition? In fact, the optimization problem is the following: given an initial data distribution,
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